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TRAINING ACADEMY

HAND SEWING WORKSHOP

LEARNING OUTCOMES

At the end of this course, learners will be able to:

• Each student will be provided with a complete sewing 

kit and fabric samples to practice performing the tasks 

outlined in the learning objectives. 

•  The theoretical and task-based assessment ensures that 

both the students’ knowledge and skills are evaluated. 

•  A certificate of achievement is awarded upon successful 

completion of both assessments. 

• The course covers risks and all necessary health and 

safety measures associated with ironing and steaming.

Our workshops are based on the approach: Show-Me/

Guide-Me demonstrations, and Let-Me-Try activities.

Recognise when a repair or thread snipping 
needs to be done.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

The students will be able to understand 
the purpose of the different hand-sewing 
tools and accessories and to select the 
appropriate tools to perform repairs.

Perform basic repairs to garments.

Understand the importance of the 
presentation of garments and other 
items after they have been repaired.

The students will be able to:

• Repair a snagged thread

• Snip loose threads, and not the catch the 
garment!

• Unpick stitching

• Remove a care label

• Repair hems and seams

• Sew on or secure a button

• Identify dos and don’ts for repairing garments 
and other items

• Use an iron correctly whilst doing repairs

• Recognise the risks and associated safety 
measures associated with hand sewing

• Correctly present garments and other items 
after they have been repaired

The course builds on the knowledge the students have 

gained in the theoretical eLearning course which has 

covered fabrics, fibres and weaves, and care labels.

Created for the luxury industry, this workshop was designed by professional instructional designers alongside industry experts.


